
Back in the Bellingham area we continued with Fourth Corner until
1985 when foot surgery ended participation for Clarice. However,
it has never ceased to be a "spectator sport".

Since our retirement we have traveled extensively (42 countries)
and focused on folk dance music and culture. Mostly we shun
tours and travel on our own. Exceptions to this were: a 72 day
bus trip from London to Katmandu (via Iran, Afghanistan, India,
Greece, Turkey, Yugoslavia, etc.): in 1975-76 a tour of China
(before they allowed tourists to travel on their own); an
Elderhostel trip to the U.K., and most recently our 20 days in
Russia. We have just returned from cruising down the Volga from
Moscow to Volgograd (Stalingrad) and visiting St. Petersburg. We
enjoyed nightly folk performances of dance and song. What a
treat! Our fellow passengers were Russian and Americans.

We are s t i l l pretty frisky for a couple of old folks and look
forward to visiting the parts of the world we have not yet seen.
Oh yes, we s t i l l go to Octoberfests and Midsommarfests and join
in the polkas and waltzes until the feet give out. Once a folk
dancer, always a folk dancer.

It should be of interest to readers of "Let's Dance" that the
publication they subscribe to got its start with a 2-page
mimeograph copy, Volume 1 No. 1, in January of 1944. It took
place during the Presidency of Ed Kremers that he and then
Secretary-Treasurer of the Federation, Clarice (Dechent) Wills,
prepared the aforementioned 2 page magazine which they t i t l e d ,
Federation Folk Dancer. They ran off enough copies for each of
the Federation clubs and a few extras which were offered for sale
at .05 each

In February, 1944, newly appointed Editor, Bret von Kriedt issued
Volume 1, No 2, a second two page mimeographed Federation Folk
Dancer, continuing an unbroken sequence to the present day. The
name, Federation Folk Dancer was changed in October to "Let's
Dance". The Hermans in New York were publishing a paper, The
Folk Dancer, prompting this change.

Northern California Spelmanslag News

Feb. 12 Traveling Dance Class, Norwegian dance class at location that changes
month by month. For information contact Mette Hellested at (408) 448-1639
or Gudrun Tolefson at (510) 638-6454.

Feb. 18-19 Scandia Festival 1995, - Place to be announceed. Ernst Grip and Beret
Bertilsdotter will teach dances from Follinge (Jamtland), Sweden. Fiddle
instruction and evening dance music by Ulf Andersson and Tommy
Hemmingsson (Ja'mtland), and Jonas Holmen and Hans Ehrling (Dalarna).
Loretta Kelley will play springars during the evening parties. Pre-registration
required. For dance workshops contact Nobi J. Kurotori at (415) 851-7077.
For fiddle workshops contact Fred Bialy at (510) 2 15-5974.

Feb. 26 Sacramento Scandinavian Workshop, 1:00-5:00 pm, at the Y.L.I, at 27th
and N Street in Sacramento. Instruction by Dick Livingston (916-477-9559)
andSallieOdom (707-257-2061).
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Excerpt from an article in February 1995 issue of Let's Dance!




